The world’s largest ICT federation
Welcome Message

IFGICT is a not for profit registered federation in US as a certified Service Provider for the provision of consultancy, training and implementation of efficient technology in the information and communication technology sector. This presentation demonstrates the outline services we do provide at IFGICT.
About us
IFGICT’s mission

• To advance the capacity development profession by developing ICT standard for profession and validating individuals come across those standards through evaluation and recognition.

• To award internationally recognized, most excellent credentials for ICT and business technology development professionals wide-reaching.

Our Mission

Recognition | Credentials | Standards
A Few Words From Our President

“IFGICT is an independent organization created to take the lead and set industry standards and sustainability for the talent development profession in ICT and business technology. IFGICT is a international supplier of the highest quality certification and examination services in a variety of global standards and best practice frameworks in the business technology and Information Technology domains.

We are over 2000 experts & members who came from ICT industries with over 7 committees and across 40 countries , we are always open to receive experts to enlarge our federation and lead the world’s sustainability improvements”.

Kayyali Mohamed, Ph.D

president@ifgict.org

@ Dr Kayyali
Board Members

V.P.

Enric Ilaudet
V.P. of Industry
Spain

Dr Martin Roberts,
V.P. of Research
Australia

FGICT is managed and steered by qualified experts members from ICT industries, also there are a technical committee members and reviewers who are in charge of standards certification and international relations officers members who are in charge of international partnerships with agencies, organizations and companies.
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IFGICT Offices

We are still expanding
Countries offices to serve your ICT needs

United States
Brazil
IFGICT Countries Officers are ICT experts who act as point of contact in your region / country, they are in charge of representing IFGICT, introduce our services, manage events on behalf of IFGICT and much more, visit www.ifgict.org to view full updated list of officers and search for our contact point officer in your country.
Why join IFGICT

IFGICT isn't just another membership organization. It's a mark of excellence. With a rigorous selection process, only the most qualified professionals gain entry into this prestigious community. By joining IFGICT's 2,000+ strong global members & network, you'll be aligning yourself with the industry's elite.

Here's what sets IFGICT apart:

- **Exclusive Community**: Gain recognition for your expertise and network with like-minded, highly skilled ICT professionals.
- **Commitment to Quality**: IFGICT upholds high standards within the industry, ensuring its members are at the forefront of technological advancement.
- **Global Reach**: Connect with a network spanning the world, opening doors to new opportunities and collaborations.
International Seminar on Cyber Security & Sustainability in Barcelona is an annual seminar hosted in UPC Barcelona, Spain. This premier event brings together industry-leading experts from cyber security companies and SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) to explore innovative solutions for protecting our digital ecosystems while ensuring long-term environmental sustainability.
World’s largest ICT Summit Conference
“ISCICT.org”

ISCICT will gather all public, private and civil society organizations from across the humanitarian and international development community.
The ICT Award of Excellence by the IFGICT aims at recognizing and promoting exceptional ICT inventions and applications, by this means encouraging innovation and quality between world’s ICT talents, companies and government sectors.
IFGICT Conference Partners
Joining IFGICT as a Partner

Joining IFGICT as a partner allows you to become part of a influential international IT community. This partnership will enhance your credibility by associating yourself with their high standards and commitment to a sustainable digital future. You'll gain access to exclusive benefits like discounted registration for partner conferences and the latest industry research by IEEE & ITU. IFGICT partnerships also open doors to collaborating with industries and governments, making it easier to reach potential clients and promote your IT services or training programs in your country / region.
History

**Founded in 2014**
We started as a Green ICT Standard

- **2015**
  - **ICT Standards**
  - We started to develop ICT Standards roadmap and build committees

- **2016**
  - **United Nations SDG**
  - We've created a unique SDG protocols based UN SDG standards
2017
A.I. Standard (ITU)
We took the lead and joined ITU to develop Artificial Intelligence Standard

2018
IEEE Block Chain Standard
We joined IEEE to offer IEEE Block Chain Standards to our clients

2019
Summit Conference
We formed Int. committee to organize and manage the Largest ICT Summit

2020
Cyber Security Standard
We’ve developed our compliance, check list and uses ITU cyber security standard
Services

STANDARDS AUDIT
To provide audit for private and government sectors on ICT & Sustainability Standards

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
To train professionals and award them professional certifications

ACCREDITATION
To accredit and recognize our partners courses related to ICT and sustainability
Understanding IFGICT
World’s Largest ICT Federation

Our Standards

- **ICT Standard**
  For companies / org. seeking to audit their ICT infrastructure & data center

- **Cybersecurity Standard**
  For companies / org. seeking quality security standard

- **Healthcare Standard**
  For Hospitals / Clinics seeking data privacy & IT quality standard

- **A.I. Standard**
  For industries / companies seeking ITU artificial intelligence standard

- **Green ICT Standard**
  For companies / org. seeking ICT environmental friendly standard

- **Professional Certifications**
  For individuals seeking to become auditors in different disciplines
Agenda

IFGICT is a prestigious organization dedicated to empowering ICT professionals worldwide. We offer a comprehensive training agenda designed to equip you with the latest industry knowledge and skills.

- **Cyber Security Standard**
  - USA, Spain & Morocco

- **Green ICT & Datacentre’s Standard**
  - USA, Jordan & Malaysia

- **Artificial Intelligence Standard**
  - USA, UK & Egypt

- **Blockchain Standard**
  - USA, Spain & KSA

- **SDG UN Standards**
  - USA, Brazil & Spain
Process of Audit at IFGICT

ICT Standard Process

- Development
- Design
- Analysis & planning
- Diagnostic
- Implement
- ICT Audit
- Documentation
- Control
- Initiation
- Award
- Deliver Certificate to Customer

Process
The IFGICT cyber security committee plays a vital role in ensuring adherence to strong cybersecurity practices. They conduct audits that assess compliance with two key standards: the ITU standard, a globally recognized framework for information technology security, and the IFGICT's own cyber security standard. This comprehensive approach ensures clients meet both international benchmarks and the specific requirements outlined by IFGICT. Following the audit, the committee meticulously reviews the client's report, identifying areas of strength and potential weaknesses. This review process allows for tailored recommendations that can further enhance the client's cybersecurity posture.

- Loai Arnous, Cyber Security Committee President
- Anton Sudnik, Cyber Security Auditor Expert
- Pavel Kodis, Cyber Security Auditor Expert
- Sam Sukhon, Cyber Security Auditor Expert
- Vlad Murashka, Cyber Security Auditor Expert
The IFGICT SDG committee plays a crucial role in ensuring organizations comply with both UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and IFGICT’s protocol standards. They achieve this through a rigorous audit process. The committee meticulously examines reports submitted by clients, assessing their alignment with established criteria for both UN SDGs and IFGICT’s specific benchmarks. This dual approach guarantees clients not only adhere to the broader UN sustainability framework but also meet the additional requirements set forth by IFGICT. Through this comprehensive review process, the IFGICT SDG committee fosters responsible practices and empowers organizations to contribute meaningfully to achieving the UN’s global sustainability goals.

Carles Agusti, SDG committee president
Victor Caplescu, Abdessamad MALAQUI
Kaoutar Benis, Leopoldina Patriani, Peter Désilets
Brenda Lava
The IFGICT data center and green ICT standard committee plays a crucial role in ensuring data centers adhere to environmentally friendly practices. This committee conducts audits to verify compliance with the IFGICT protocol manual, a set of guidelines designed to promote energy efficiency and sustainable IT practices within data centers. During these audits, the committee meticulously examines the client's report, which details the data center's operations and adherence to the IFGICT standards. This review process allows the committee to identify areas where the data center may be excelling in green ICT or pinpoint aspects that require improvement to achieve full compliance with the IFGICT protocol manual.

Samah Alafeef, Committee president
Lara Srour, Isac George,
Gemma Sasmita, Mohammad Abdallah
The IFGICT Artificial Intelligence committee works in conjunction with the ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector) to develop and implement international standards for AI. This group identifies areas where standardization is needed for sustainable AI development.
The IFGICT IEEE blockchain standard committee plays a crucial role in ensuring adherence to IEEE's blockchain standards. They conduct audit-based compliance assessments, meticulously examining a client's report to verify if it aligns with the established criteria. This review process involves a deep dive into the client's documentation, likely focusing on technical aspects like data formats and implementation procedures. By holding clients accountable to these industry benchmarks, the IFGICT IEEE committee helps promote trust and transparency within the blockchain landscape.
The IFGICT healthcare HIPAA standard committee plays a vital role in ensuring healthcare organizations adhere to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations. This involves a thorough review of the client's report, which details their HIPAA policies, procedures, and how they safeguard protected health information (PHI). The committee then examines the organization's practices against HIPAA standards to identify any gaps or areas of non-compliance. This auditing process helps healthcare providers maintain robust data security measures and protect patient privacy.
VTP (Verified Training Partner)

The IFGICT VTP (Verified Training Partner) program is designed to boost the credibility and international recognition of training institutions in the ICT, business technology, and FinTech sectors. By becoming a VTP, institutions gain the authority to certify their own students upon course completion. IFGICT then issues official certificates co-branded with the institution's logo, with online verification number for each candidate, adding a layer of international validation to the training programs. This program allows institutions to enhance their reputation and marketability, while students benefit from receiving globally recognized certification for their acquired skills.
Obtaining the Cyber Security Policy Professional Certification by IFGICT offers numerous benefits for individuals seeking to advance their careers in the field of cyber security policy. Firstly, this certification validates your knowledge and skills in developing and implementing effective cyber security policies, making you a valuable asset to organizations looking to enhance their security measures.
The program is designed to develop the skills and knowledge for certified “Green IT Professionals” in the Green IT domain, candidates will be accredited as Consultant Auditor to perform consultancy services and audit on Data centers and infrastructure for the purpose of achieving and delivering the Green ICT Standard in coordination with an authorized Green IT Standard Service Provider.
Some of our Professional Certifications

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS MANAGER CERTIFICATION "SDGM"

The IFGICT SDGM Certificate is international recognition of consulting capacities, implementation, compliance based United Nation SDG standard and other work related to these Sustainable Development Goals. These SDGs are a global sustainable governance initiative of United Nations for the entire planet, and as such, their treatment requires specific knowledge that IFGICT credits with the SDGM.

SDGM Book
Successful track record

A strong portfolio of clients and partners is a powerful tool for IFGICT. It showcases a successful track record, with satisfied clients acting as testaments to the IFGICT's expertise. Partnering with well-respected organizations such as IFGICT further bolsters credibility, demonstrating the ability to collaborate effectively. This combined effect creates a sense of trust and confidence, making potential clients more likely to choose them over competitors.
About IFGICT Clients

IFGICT's clients likely fall into two main categories, clients from private or government and training institutions.
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Types of memberships

Fellow grade

Based on nomination by IFGICT committees members to a person who achieved an outstanding experience in ICT

Professional grade

For IT/ICT experts

Company / Org.

For companies, institutions and organizations

Starts at
Some of our activities worldwide
GET YOUR QUALITY CERTIFICATION IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS WITH IFGICT.

WWW.IFGICT.ORG/
PARTNERSHIP ANNOUNCEMENT

IFGICT are pleased to announce a new partnership with ESADECREAPOLIS
Estrategias de Ciberseguridad

- José Luis Cuevas
- Carolina Tafuría
- Andrés Fizzari
- Katherina Canales
- Gerardo Manríquez
- Loris Arreola
- Hassan Eguen
- Gerardo Manríquez
- Said Osman
- Said Osman
- Esteban Klinker
- Rodrigo Oviedo

8:00AM Costa Rica
9:00AM México
10:00AM Chile
Some of certified auditors by IFGICT
IFGICT is honored to introduce its latest and brightest certified Green IT Professional, Marie-Claude Potvin as an IT leader with over 20 years of experience in technology solutions across various industries by taking significant steps to reduce the carbon footprint of her IT operations to drive sustainability performance.

Read more on www.timebusinessnews.com
Over 2000 experts members around the world

76% Male Members
Regular, Professional & Certified Members

24% Female Members
Regular, Professional & Certified Members
Looking forward to become a partner or a member reach out to us via IFGICT USA

customerservice@ifgict.org
+1 (786)-204-2313

Or visit our website to find out the nearest local representative in your region

www.ifgict.org